WIRE EDM - MV1200-S
We had never investigated wire EDM as a viable process to
make our parts.
WSM and Mitsubishi have demonstrated to us, after 18 months
of skepticism, that their way was going to be a lot more
profitable, more accurate, and could help us at least double our
production with less people.
After our learning curve, we made tremendous progress in our
turnaround time and are now able to offer many more services
to our customers by making better parts for them more
economically.
We now have 3 EDM Machines (2 wire, 1 Sinker) and are looking
how to fit a third wire EDM machine in our shop. Mitsubishi/
MC Machinery and WSM technology have been the best thing
that happen to our shop, we like to the thank their staff for
their reliability, fast and effective customer support for either
application or service.
John,
Job Shop owner in Northern Ohio,
John wishes to stay anonymous
for competitive reasons

***
Q/A from a prospect to a new Mitsubishi customer
(By email)
Q: Are you satisfied with the machine?
A: Yes, the machine runs / threads very well.
Q: Did WSM “do” what they said they would do?
A: Yes, above and beyond expectations actually: Probably
some of the best service we’ve had on any of our machines
(Anything from ordering wire to having a question).
Q: How did the installation go? Was it seamless?
A: Yes I believe it took 2 days and we were up and running
Q: Did you require any training at WSM? If so how did that go?
How many in the class?
A: We were actually too busy at the time to go for training.
We have 5 Fanucs and were familiar enough with running
wires that we did a 1 day onsite training and that was good
enough for us.
Randy Pierzchala,
Pier Tool & Die
FYI, the Prospect running a medical company did purchase a
Mitsubishi MV1200S wire EDM
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